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Local GABA Circuit Control of
Experience-Dependent Plasticity
in Developing Visual Cortex
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Sensory experience in early life shapes the mammalian brain. An impairment
in the activity-dependent refinement of functional connections within developing visual cortex was identified here in a mouse model. Gene-targeted
disruption of one isoform of glutamic acid decarboxylase prevented the competitive loss of responsiveness to an eye briefly deprived of vision, without
affecting cooperative mechanisms of synapse modification in vitro. Selective,
use-dependent enhancement of fast intracortical inhibitory transmission with
benzodiazepines restored plasticity in vivo, rescuing the genetic defect. Specific
networks of inhibitory interneurons intrinsic to visual cortex may detect perturbations in sensory input to drive experience-dependent plasticity during
development.
After even a brief period of monocular occlusion in early life, input to visual cortex from the
closed eye is functionally weakened, then anatomically reduced in size (1). How perturbed
levels of neuronal activity are detected to produce changes in connectivity within cortex remains unknown. Inhibitory interactions between inputs may play a role (2), as supported
by the profound effects on cortical activity of
pharmacologically manipulating g-aminobutyric acid (GABA) receptors during a period of
monocular deprivation. GABAA agonists induce a robust reverse shift in favor of the
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deprived eye (3), whereas antagonists provide mixed results, disrupting plasticity in
some cases but yielding no effect under other
conditions sufficient to produce continuous
epileptiform activity (4). Moreover, these
gross drug treatments that shut down or hyperexcite the cortex offer little insight into the
normal function of intrinsic networks of inhibitory interneurons during visual cortical
plasticity.
Mouse models deficient in the enzymes that
produce GABA provide an opportunity to address the role of endogenous inhibitory transmission in cortical plasticity. Distinct genes
encode two isoforms of the GABA-synthesizing enzyme, glutamic acid decarboxylase
(GAD). The larger 67-kD protein (GAD67) is
localized to cell somata and dendrites, providing a constitutive concentration of GABA
throughout the cell by a transporter release
mechanism (5). In the absence of GAD67, mice
die at birth with GABA concentrations less than
10% of those found in the brains of wild-type
littermates (6). The 65-kD isoform (GAD65) is
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found primarily in the synaptic terminal (7),
where it is anchored to vesicles and serves as a
reservoir of inactive GAD that can be recruited
when additional GABA synthesis is required
(8). The smaller isoform of GAD may therefore
be specialized to respond to rapid changes in
synaptic demand during intense neuronal
activity.
We hypothesized that a loss of the GAD65
isoform would selectively reduce fast, intrinsic
inhibitory transmission. The deleterious pathology of completely blocking GABAergic synapses pharmacologically could thus be avoided.
Indeed, mice carrying a targeted disruption of
the GAD65 gene (GAD65 KO mice) survive
and develop typical gross cortical morphology and normal adult GABA concentrations
because the expression of GAD67 is unaltered (9). Biochemical analysis of various
brain regions (Fig. 1A) revealed that unlike in
the adult, GAD65 contributes significantly to
total GABA concentrations during early postnatal development (10). Consistent with our
results, GAD65 expression is elevated in
wild-type (WT) animals younger than 3
weeks of age during periods of active synaptogenesis (11). To determine whether the
stimulated release of GABA is in fact compromised by loss of the GAD65 protein, we
used microdialysis to directly monitor GABA
output from the binocular zone of visual cortex in vivo (12). Although the basal extracellular concentrations were stable and similar
between mutant and wild-type mice, maximal
GABA release in response to a brief highpotassium depolarization was significantly
reduced in GAD65 KO mice (Fig. 1B).
A physiological consequence of GAD65 deficiency in the visual cortex was enhanced activation in response to visual stimulation. Neurons modulate the expression of certain immediate-early genes in response to sensory stimuli
(13). GAD65 KO mice at the peak of the critical period for plasticity exhibited a supernormal sensitivity to visual stimulation after an
initial period of dark-rearing (Fig. 1C), as as-
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sessed with the use of zif268 expression as an
endogenous marker of neuronal activity (14).
Extracellular single-unit recordings (15) from the
binocular zone of visual cortex lacking GAD65
in vivo further revealed a tendency for prolonged

discharge only as light-bar stimuli exited the
cell’s receptive field (Fig. 2A). However, this did
not appear to affect the development of all other
visual parameters tested, including spontaneous
activity, habituation, retinotopic organization,

Fig. 1. (A) GABA content in
isolated homogenates of
young (P18 –19; eight WT
and six GAD65 KO mice) and
adult brains (.5 months old;
six WT and four KO mice),
normalized to young WT values by region. Open (WT)
and solid (KO) bars represent
means 6 SEM (*P , 0.05,
**P , 0.005; t test). (B)
Maximal GABA output from
WT and GAD65 KO binocular zone in response to brief
depolarizing stimuli (100
mM KCl, arrow; three mice,
each .P27; *P , 0.05, t
test). Columns are individual
30-min dialysis fractions 6
SEM normalized to mean before high K1 perfusion (basal
GABA 6 SD 5 0.18 6 0.02
pmol per fraction for WT,
0.22 6 0.11 pmol per fraction for KO). (C) Expression
of activity-dependent immediate-early gene zif268
in P28 visual cortex by 90
min of photostimulation
(D1P) after 5 days of darkrearing (D). Northern blots
were normalized to housekeeping gene G3PDH (left
panel). Sensitivity to visual
stimulation in WT and KO
mice is shown as (D1P)/D
zif268 expression ratio
(right panel, mean 6 SEM,
three mice each; *P , 0.01, t test).

orientation and direction selectivity, or receptive
field size (Fig. 2, B and C).
The effects of monocular deprivation result from the competitive interaction between
left and right eye inputs that first converge at
the level of the primary visual cortex (1). The
distribution of ocular dominance in the binocular zone of GAD65 KO mice was identical to that of wild-type mice (Fig. 3, A and B,
left panels). The response to a 4-day period of
monocular vision beginning between postnatal day 25 (P25) and P27 was, however,
strikingly different. Wild-type cells shifted
their responsiveness in favor of the open eye,
as expected (Fig. 3A). Mice lacking GAD65
showed no change in eye preference after
deprivation, and cells continued to respond
better to contralateral eye input (Fig. 3B).
To determine whether GAD65 KO mice
carried a general defect in activity-dependent
plasticity, we prepared coronal slices of visual
cortex and assayed long-term depression (LTD)
and potentiation (LTP) in layer 2/3 of the binocular zone (16). Both wild-type and mutant
synaptic responses were persistently potentiated
or depressed for periods of up to 1 hour after
theta-burst or low-frequency stimulation, respectively (Fig. 3C). These simple correlationbased LTP-LTD paradigms (17) thus failed to
predict the immunity to sensory disruption in
the intact GAD65 KO mice. Other forms of
synapse modification in vitro may better correlate with competitive plasticity in vivo.
The cortical plasticity defect in vivo
could have been due to a developmental
alteration of the cortical circuit or its plasticity machinery, caused by the lack of
GAD65 earlier in development. Alternatively, the absence of plasticity might be an
acute consequence of the reduction of cor-

Fig. 2. (A) Prolonged discharge of single-unit activity
after visual stimulation in extracellular recordings
from GAD65 KO visual cortex. Upper panel: Raster
plot of spike response to four sweeps each of computer-generated light-bar stimuli moving across the
visual field (5 °/s) in opposite directions (90° and
270°). Trials were randomly interleaved with periods
of no stimulus presentation (Spont.). Despite crisp
spike onset, neuronal response continued beyond the
outer edge of the presumptive receptive field (RF), as
defined by stimuli moving in the opposite direction.
Lower panel: Proportions of WT and KO cells exhibiting prolonged discharge to stimuli exiting their RF
(n 5 670 and 1112 cells, 28 and 45 mice, respectively;
P , 0.0001, t test). (B) Retinotopic organization of WT
(open squares) and GAD65 KO (solid diamonds) primary visual cortex. RF-center azimuths are plotted
versus electrode position relative to vertical meridian.
Inset: Correlation coefficients for three WT and four
KO regressions (P 5 0.2, t test). (C) RF size (left panel,
82 WT and 79 KO cells; P 5 0.1, t test) and proportion
of cells exhibiting preference for light-bar stimuli of
particular orientation (right panel, n 5 670 and 1112
cells, 28 WT and 45 KO mice, respectively; P 5 0.3, t
test).
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tical inhibition during the critical period.
We thus attempted to rescue the plasticity
defect in vivo by briefly enhancing inhibition in mutant animals. The postsynaptic
impact of reduced GABA release could be
compensated with benzodiazepine agonists.
These drugs increase the open probability
and channel conductance of GABAA receptors selectively in a use-dependent manner,
as they are inert in the absence of synaptic
GABA release (18). Moreover, benzodiazepine binding sites are associated with intrinsic cortical elements rather than with
thalamocortical axons or other subcortical
inputs (19).
To identify the precise locus where rapid
GABAergic transmission is required for plasticity in vivo, we administered diazepam locally into one hemisphere of the brains of the
mutant mice during a period of monocular
eyelid suture. The localization of diazepam to
the infused visual cortex was biochemically
confirmed (20), whereas it remained virtually
undetectable in the adjacent temporal cortex,
frontal regions, or opposite hemisphere (Fig.
4A, left). Monocular deprivation produced a
complete ocular dominance shift in the infused mutant visual cortex (Fig. 4A, right),
whereas no rescue of plasticity was observed
by administering vehicle solutions in the
same side or diazepam into the opposite
hemisphere (Fig. 4B). Global diazepam treatment by intraventricular injection during a
concurrent 4-day monocular deprivation also
restored plasticity to GAD65 KO mice comparable to that of the wild-type mice [contralateral bias index (CBI) 5 0.47 6 0.03
versus 0.43 6 0.03; 103 and 109 cells, 5 KO
and 6 WT animals, respectively; P 5 0.4, t
test] (15). Taken together, fast inhibitory
transmission via GABAA-mediated circuitry
intrinsic to visual cortex is both necessary
and sufficient to detect an imbalance in activity between competing inputs from the two
eyes, and had not been irreparably damaged
by GAD65 deletion.
If intracortical inhibition determines the
threshold for detecting competition, then the
residual GABA found in visual cortex lacking
GAD65 (Fig. 1) should allow limited plasticity
with an extreme imbalance of input. We maximized the contrast between excitatory input
from the two eyes by completely silencing the
retinal activity of one eye with tetrodotoxin
(TTX) injections for 4 days during the critical
period (16). A significantly stronger ocular
dominance shift was observed with TTX than
with monocular eyelid suture in wild-type mice
(mean CBI 5 0.33 6 0.04 versus 0.49 6 0.02;
4 and 10 mice, respectively; P , 0.001, t test).
This drastic imbalance in input activity produced detectable changes in only some GAD65
KO mice [mean CBI 5 0.54 6 0.06; 4 mice
(21)], significantly weaker than in wild-type
animals (P , 0.05, t test) and more variable
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Fig. 3. (A) Ocular dominance
scores for WT mice were normally skewed in favor of the
contralateral eye (left panel, 66
cells, three mice). Four days of
monocular eyelid suture (solid
circle) during the critical period
shifted ocular dominance toward the open, ipsilateral eye
(open circle), yielding a balanced distribution (right panel,
132 cells, six mice; P , 0.0001,
x2 test). Plasticity in rodents is
less pronounced than in other
mammals (24). (B) Ocular dominance distribution of nondeprived GAD65 KO mice is similar
to WT (left panel, 99 cells, five
mice; P 5 0.2, x2 test). Four days
of monocular vision yielded no
shift in favor of the open eye
(right panel, 108 cells, five mice;
P 5 0.4 vs. normal KO and P ,
0.0001 vs. deprived WT, x2 test).
As an indicator of the relative
response to the two eyes, the
CBI (16), shown in the upper
right corner of each distribution,
takes values of 0 and 1 for complete ipsilateral or contralateral
eye dominance, respectively. (C)
LTP and LTD in WT (open circles)
and KO (solid circles) visual cortical slices after theta-burst (left
panel) or low-frequency (1 Hz,
right panel) stimulation, respectively [8 slices, seven mice from
each group (LTP) and 7 slices, six
WT and seven KO mice (LTD);
P 5 0.2 for both comparisons at 20 min, t test].

than in deprived mutants receiving diazepam
(Fig. 4C).
Local cortical circuits may then instruct
the reorganization of both intra- and thalamocortical connections that are known to accompany monocular deprivation (1). A delicately balanced recruitment of excitation and
inhibition detects the disparity between competing sensory inputs and drives experiencedependent changes in visual cortex. Complete restoration of plasticity in GAD65 KO
mice was achieved by use-dependent potentiation of GABAA responses that produced
only a modest, albeit significant, reduction of
undamped recurrent excitation (54 6 7% versus 74 6 5% of cells exhibiting prolonged
discharge, 18 diazepam-treated and 45 untreated mice; P , 0.03, t test). Molecular
cues [such as neurotrophins (22)] must be
exquisitely tuned to spatiotemporal patterns
of activity for subtle modulation of stimulated GABA release to have such profound
effects on plasticity. Notably, the diffuse activation of GABAA receptors with muscimol
to silence cortical activity reverses plasticity
(3), whereas the selective enhancement of
intrinsic inhibitory transmission with diazepam sharpens it even in wild-type animals
(Fig. 4C). Competitive refinement of visual

cortex thus requires a threshold level of
GABAergic transmission, making it fundamentally different from LTP or LTD models
that are impeded by inhibition (23) and consistent with recent evidence dissociating in
vivo from in vitro plasticity (24).
The many cortical interneuron subtypes operate and mature in a lamina-specific fashion
(25) while responding differentially to monocular deprivation, neuromodulators, and input
from other GABAergic cells (26). Only a specific subset of this extremely elaborated network may sculpt cortical activity to define the
connections that will undergo refinement.
GAD65 localizes preferentially to GABAergic
terminals targeted to dendrites rather than to
cell somata (8, 27). Moreover, fast (GABAA)
or slow (GABAB) synaptic inhibition may
originate from morphologically distinct classes of interneuron (28). Diazepam rescue of
plasticity in GAD65 mutants focuses attention on GABAA connections with appropriate
subunit composition for benzodiazepine
binding (20). We have identified an animal
model in which plasticity of the intact visual
cortex is robustly disrupted. Our findings
provide a tool for dissecting the unique local
circuit properties that drive experience-dependent plasticity.
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Fig. 4. (A) Local diazepam treatment of visual cortex restores
plasticity to GAD65
KO mice in vivo. Left
panel: Directed infusion restricted diazepam from regions beyond the visual cortex
ipsilateral to the cannula (solid circles), as
well as throughout the
opposite hemisphere
(open circles, mean 6
SEM, three mice). Right
panel: Ocular dominance shifted fully in
the KO binocular zone
exposed to diazepam
concurrent with a brief
period of monocular
deprivation during the
critical period (114
cells, four mice; P ,
0.0001, x2 test vs.
nondeprived KO; compare with Fig. 3B). (B)
Neither vehicle treatment (left panel, 99
cells, four mice; P ,
0.0001, x2 test vs. diazepam KO above)
nor diazepam infusion
into the hemisphere
opposite the recording
site (right panel, 77
cells, three mice; P ,
0.0001, x2 test vs. diazepam KO above) restored the effect of
monocular deprivation to GAD65 KO mice. (C) Monocular T TX injections for 4 days during the
critical period produced significantly less plasticity in KO than in WT mice (P , 0.05, t test).
Untreated and vehicle-treated monocularly deprived (MD) mice are grouped together, as are
ventricle- and cortex-infused diazepam-treated animals. Shaded region indicates the range of
nondeprived CBIs for both WT and KO mice. Each symbol represents one animal.
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Synaptic Segregation at the
Developing Neuromuscular
Junction
Wen-Biao Gan and Jeff W. Lichtman*
Throughout the developing nervous system, competition between axons causes
the permanent removal of some synaptic connections. In mouse neuromuscular
junctions at birth, terminal branches of different axons are intermingled. However, during the several weeks after birth, these branches progressively segregated into nonoverlapping compartments before the complete withdrawal of
all but one axon. Segregation was caused by selective branch atrophy, detachment, and withdrawal; the axon branches that were nearest to the competitor’s
branches were removed before the more distant branches were removed. This
progression suggests that the signals that mediate the competitive removal of
synapses must decrease in potency over short distances.
Competitive synaptic rearrangements change
the number and strength of axonal connections with target cells in many parts of the
nervous system (1). At each neuromuscular
junction, for example, motor axons compete
until all but one are removed (2). By iontophoretic application of lipophilic dye (3, 4),
we observed synaptic competition between
individual axon terminals at the developing
neuromuscular junction of the mouse.
We began by looking at neuromuscular
junctions during the second postnatal week
[postnatal days 9 and 10 (P9-10)], when most
muscle fibers (88%) were singly innervated and
the rest (12%) were innervated by two axons
(5). At the singly innervated junctions (n 5
242; 20 muscles), the entire postsynaptic receptor territory was overlain by one axon, as observed by staining with lipophilic dyes or with
nerve-specific antibodies (6). However, at the
remaining 12% of the junctions, a labeled axon
occupied only part of the receptor territory (Fig.
1, A through D). Subsequent staining with antibodies to neurofilaments or with tetanus toxin
(6) showed that, in each of these cases (n 5
33), the remaining part of the neuromuscular
junction was innervated by another axon (Fig.
1A). In these dually innervated junctions, the
labeled terminals of each individual axon occupied a variably sized but contiguous region
extending from one edge of the junction toward
the center (Fig. 1, A through D). Thus, in the
second postnatal week, each axon’s synaptic
territory is confined to a separate region of the
junction.
By contrast, at earlier stages (P1-3), a
single axon typically occupies multiple small
regions that are distributed throughout the
neuromuscular junction (Fig. 1, E and F). As
Department of Anatomy and Neurobiology, Washington University School of Medicine, 660 South Euclid
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expected, the sites that are occupied by different axons are intermingled (n 5 26) (Fig.
2A) (7). The difference in the distribution of
axon terminals between P1-3 and P9-10
could mean that the areas that are occupied
by different axons segregate from each other
over time. Alternatively, a small number of
junctions may already be segregated at birth,
and these junctions may retain multiple innervation longer than intermingled ones. To
explore these possibilities, we used different
lipophilic dyes to separately label each axon
that innervated the same neuromuscular junction, and we measured the separation between the terminal areas that were occupied
by the two competing axons (8) (Fig. 2, A
through C). We found no junctions at birth in
which axons had completely nonoverlapping
territories. Thereafter, both the absolute separation (the distance between two centroids)
and the relative separation [the distance normalized to the total length of the junction
(Fig. 2E)] of the terminal areas gradually
increased. In most cases, the separation was
only partial at P3-4 (Fig. 2, B and E) and was
complete by P7-10 (Fig. 2, C and E). By
P16-17, when very few junctions (1.4%)
were still multiply innervated, axon territories in all of the multiply innervated junctions
(8 out of 8) showed a high degree of separation with an uninnervated gap in between (9)
(Fig. 2, D and E). Therefore, neuromuscular
junctions become progressively compartmentalized as development proceeds.
To learn how this segregation of terminals
occurred, we examined multiply innervated
junctions at P5-7 before segregation was complete in all junctions (n 5 62). We found that, at
multiply innervated junctions, individual axons
often (30 out of 62) possessed two types of
branches, thick and thin (Fig. 3, A and B). The
thin axon branches were always nearest to or
within the territory occupied by the competing
axon, whereas the thickest branches were located on the perimeter of the junction at the great-
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